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CIFFI 2020 launched
Cineaste International Film Festival of India
#Cinema2020

What's in this issue:

The second edition of the Cineaste International Film Festival of India - CIFFI 2020 
was launched on September 16 via Zoom application in the presence of renowned 
Bollywood filmmaker and actor Tigmanshu Dhulia who is also the ambassador of 
CIFFI 2020. Prof. K G Suresh, Vice Chancellor, Makhanlal Chaturvedi National 
University of Journalism and Communication, Bhopal and Prof. Ujjwal K. Chowdhury, 
Pro Vice Chancellor of Adamas University, Kolkata, members of CIFFI 2020 Advisory 
Board, graced the event with their presence.
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FESTIVAL AMBASSADOR: TIGMANSHU DHULIA

Dr Vikrant Kishore, Festival Director of CIFFI 2020

Delhi Metropolitan Education, New Delhi NCR in association with Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia
presents

Organized by DME Media School, Noida and School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin University, Australia

th th16 -19  December 2020

Cinema 'n Covid-19 Impact

A Hybrid Film Festival

Dr Ambrish Saxena, Festival Director of CIFFI 2020

Stardust Awards: Best Director - Saheb, Biwi Aur Gangster - 2012

Recipient of National Film Award for Best Feature Film -          
Paan Singh Tomar-Director (2013)

Alumnus of National School of Drama (NDA)

Film director, film producer, screenwriter, actor
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SEND YOUR ENTRIES NOWSEND ENTRIES NOW!SEND ENTRIES NOW!
cif.dme.ac.in

https://dme.ac.in/
https://ciffi.dme.ac.in/
https://youtu.be/ysZeIvVx3YA
https://youtu.be/ysZeIvVx3YA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Zo5C57JA98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9trX3l8TQdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbR4evMff_w
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5MVGfr9PYkh4luWgGgZf3KL7eTfaP33f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ENH2eKICBo&ab_channel=DMETV
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CIFFI 2020 is being organised by DME Media School, Delhi Metropolitan 
Education, Noida, India in association with School of Communications and 
Creative Arts, Faculty of Arts and Education, Deakin University, Melbourne, 
Australia. The theme of CIFFI is 'Cinema 'n Covid-19 Impact'. The first edition of 
CIFFI was also organised in collaboration with DME and Deakin University in 
April 2019. CIFFI 2020 will take place on December 16-19, 2020 in a hybrid mode. 

The launch function started with the screening of the CIFFI 2020 Launch Video 
produced by Mr Ritwik Ghosh, Festival Joint Director.

Mr Tigmanshu Dhulia, Ambassador of CIFFI 2020, said that it's a great 
endeavour. Appreciating the abundance of categories in CIFFI-2020, he said, “It 
is a huge effort to introduce the young students to World Cinema”. “The students 
in India need this kind of exposure”, he added.

Other members of the Expert Advisory Board, CIFFI 2020, Dr Gauri D 
Chakraborty, Joint Acting Head, Amity School of Communication, Amity 
University, Noida, Ms Kajal Suri, acclaimed actor, theatre artist and broadcaster, 
New Delhi and Mr Kanwar Deepak Gulati, theatre and film practitioner, writer, actor 
and director, New Delhi also graced the event with their brief address. 

Mr Aman Sahni, Vice Chairman Delhi Metropolitan Education and Patron, CIFFI 
2020 officially unveiled the e-brochure of the film-festival and the website of CIFFI 
2020. 

Dr Ambrish Saxena, Festival Director, CIFFI 2020 and Dean, DME Media School, 
underlined the significance of collaboration with Deakin University. He mentioned 
that CIFFI is a great prospect for filmmakers and film lovers. 

Dr Simon Wilmot, Associate Head of School- Partnership & International, SCCA,
Deakin University, Melbourne

Dr Susmita Bala, Festival Associate Director, CIFFI 2020 and Head, DME Media 
School, expressed her delight over organising the mega event as a collaborative 
venture. Dr Ravikant Swami, Director, DME, expressed hope that this year as well 
the festival will be splendid and magnificent.

Earlier, Ms Manmeet Kaur, Festival Joint Director, gave the audience an insight 
into CIFFI 2020. She talked about the journey of CIFFI from the first edition to the 
launch of the second edition. She informed that this year as well the festival will 
witness deliberations on relevant issues, workshops and master classes by 
eminent experts in addition to film screenings. 

Dr Sian Mitchell, SCCA, Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia.

Dr Martin Potter, Lecturer in Screen and Design, SCCA Arts and Education,
Deakin University, Melbourne.
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CIFFI 2020 will include the screening of films in competitive and non-
competitive categories. There are seven competitive categories which include 
short films, fiction films, documentary, ad films, musicals, animation films and 
COVID-19 lockdown diaries.

Prof. (Dr) Ravikant Swami, Director, DME, recalled the glamour of CIFFI 2019 and 
hoped that more glamour would be attached to the festival this time.

Ms Yashasvika Yadav, Festival Co-Director, CIFFI 2020, was the host for the 
launch event. She concluded the session with a vote of thanks.

Prof. KG Suresh, Vice Chancellor, Makhanlal Chaturvedi National University of Journalism
and Communication, Bhopal.

Prof. Ujjwal K Chowdhury, Pro Vice-Chancellor, Dean, School of Media,
Communication & Fashion, Adamas University, Kolkata

Mr Deepak Gulati Dr Gauri Chakroborty Ms Kajal Suri Dr Ravikant Swami
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Zo5C57JA98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Zo5C57JA98
https://www.linkedin.com/in/swati-singh-2684571b6


https://www.linkedin.com/in/khushi-nagpal-58989719b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9trX3l8TQdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9trX3l8TQdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9trX3l8TQdM
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A teacher is like a candle who consumes itself to light 
the path for their students. To celebrate the sacred 
bond between teachers and students, SPARC, the 
students' body of DME Media School conceived and 
executed a Teacher's Day function through online 
platform Zoom. The event was attended by all the 
faculty members of Media School and Prof. (Dr) Ravi 
Kant Swami, Director, DME.

The program commenced with the students 
presenting audio-visuals of each teacher, showcasing 
their distinct personality, love for students and 
dedication towards teaching. Subsequently, students 
shared some special instances with the teachers 
which were etched on their hearts and strengthened 
their bond even further.

Expressing deep gratitude towards the teachers, the 
students awarded them unique titles based on their 
characteristics and calibre. Each of the teachers was 
asked to share a few words. They were delighted by 
the presentations and thanked the students for the 
kind gesture and their efforts.

Student Body of DME MEDIA SCHOOL

Teachers sparkle as SPARC unfolds the
Teacher's Day e-celebrations
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- Aamaan Alam Khan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbR4evMff_w
https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/in/aamaan-alam-khan-6517411b6


There were also poetry recitations and musical 
performances by a few students following which the 
teachers excitedly participated in a quiz in which they 
answered questions related to the college and 
department.

 “Students are a part of my life now” said Dr Susmita Bala, 
Head, DME Media School while expressing her affection 
for teaching and the priceless memories she created with 
the students. Dr Swami and Dr Saxena praised the 
members of SPARC for organising the event and wished 
the students all the very best for their future.

Ms Deepika Dhawan, Assistant Professor, DME, 
concluded the session with a vote of thanks.

One of the highlights of the programme was the video of 
rapid-fire question answer session with the teachers 
conducted by Dr Ambrish Saxena, which was specially 
shot for the occasion. In this video, the teachers were 
seen giving quick answers to Dr Saxena's questions 
related to their favourite books, authors, films and 
hobbies.
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The team of SPARC, headed by faculty 
co ordinator Ms Deepika Dhawan, 
Assistant Professor, DME Media School, 
conceptualized and brought the event to 
life in under a week's time. Ms Dhawan 
guided the team through the entire 
process and worked alongside them to 
help make the event perfect.

Teachers are the guiding light for a 
student. They teach, instruct, guide and 
help the students reach the sky. To 
acknowledge and thank the teachers of 
DME Media School for their never-ending 
care and support, the student Council of 
DME Media School, SPARC, organised the 
Teacher's Day e-celebrations 2020. 

K a u s i k ,  S h r e y a  a n d  N a y a n a 
Parameswaran looked after the general 
coordination and assisted wherever 
required.

On the special day of the event, Shinjini 
Tripathi  and Shruti  Pandey were 
r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  h o s t i n g  t h e  e -
celebrations. Ms Tripathi conducted the 
event with great passion and kept the 
event lively. 

Kausik Das and Shiv Dhawan provided 
the content for the Audio Visuals, adding 
descriptions remembering the bond they 
have with the teachers. Shiv also 
prepared a fun quiz with the help of 
Shreya Jha and Khushboo.

The event was managed by SPARC 
student members Priyanka Naithani and 
Siddharth Kukreja. Priyanka supervised 
the entire event and managed even the 
tiniest of details while Siddharth was the 
technical backbone for the team and 
made sure that the virtual event runs 
smoothly.

For a great event, the audio-visual content 
needs to be seamless. The AVs were 
managed by Ansh Pandey, a second year 
s t u d e n t ,  w h o  e d i t e d  t h e  v i d e o 
presentations for all the 15 faculty 
members of DME.

The e-celebrations conducted by the team 
of SPARC was triumphant in their pursuit 
of adding a smile to every teacher's face.

Rittika Talukdar and Twinkle Gupta 
provided a lovely musical AV mix 
dedicated to the teachers. Along with 
Priyanka, they came up with the awards 
for the teachers and designed the 
certificates, which were appreciated by 
all.

Meet shining stars of SPARC: A team of Students with 
Positive Attitude and Resonating Communication
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- Kausik Das

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kausik-das-8604541b6
https://www.linkedin.com/in/priyanka-naithani-5b48b4183
https://www.linkedin.com/in/priyanka-naithani-5b48b4183
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siddharth-kukreja-51197a192/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siddharth-kukreja-51197a192/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ansh-pandey-b060661b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ansh-pandey-b060661b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ansh-pandey-b060661b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kausik-das-8604541b6
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kausik-das-8604541b6
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kausik-das-8604541b6
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shiv-dhawan-01442515a
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shiv-dhawan-01442515a
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shiv-dhawan-01442515a
http://www.linkedin.com/in/shreya-jha-a392921b3
https://www.linkedin.com/in/khushboo-gagerna-3800661b8
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nayana-parameshwaran-22b5661b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nayana-parameshwaran-22b5661b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rittika-talukdar-0679a71b5/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/twinkle-gupta-383850167/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shinjini-t-a9792010a
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shinjini-t-a9792010a
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shruti-pandey-44107b1b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shruti-pandey-44107b1b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shruti-pandey-44107b1b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shinjini-t-a9792010a
https://www.linkedin.com/in/khushboo-gagerna-3800661b8
http://www.linkedin.com/in/shreya-jha-a392921b3
http://www.linkedin.com/in/shreya-jha-a392921b3
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rittika-talukdar-0679a71b5/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nayana-parameshwaran-22b5661b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/twinkle-gupta-383850167/


Orientation Lecture at Apeejay Institute of Mass Communication 

Opportunities in Radio Unfolded by Dr Ambrish Saxena

Dr Ambrish Saxena began his 
discussion on how radio has been an 
integral part of the media structure 
and communication in India. He goes 
on to say how radio was started as a 
medium to spread message within 
c o m m u n i t i e s  a n d  h o w  v e r y 
dynamically it has evolved into an 
entertainment medium through the 
years.

H e  s h e d  l i g h t  o n  p o i n t s  l i k e 
development and importance of 
community radio, the formation and 
early structure of All India Radio (AIR) 
and how it became the largest radio 
network in the world with 420 radio 
stations, in 23 languages and 179 
dialects, covering the large spectrum 
of culturally diverse audience of India.

He mentioned how India's venture into 
privatization of radio began in 2001, 
with Radio City, Bangalore as the first. 
And how the government policies 
have been helping radio stations and 
also how it has not been diverse and 
inclusive enough for the evolution of 
the Indian Radio System.

He talked about how radio has been 
instrumental in India's journey to 
freedom and how it's still an important 
branch of communication in the rural 
system.

Dr Saxena also mentioned how the 
radio shows have evolved over time 
and how the radio system works in 
terms of revenue generation for itself, 
h o w  t h e  a d v e r t i s e m e n t  a n d 
sponsorship work and why radio is 
moving towards digitization with 
online platforms like YouTube, 
Spotify and Gaana.

The last one-hour of the session was 
devoted to question and answer with 
the purpose of initiating an open 
interaction with the students. He 
patiently and efficiently answered the 
questions on the Radio Network. With 
questions ranging from sound 
designing, to program structures, to 

The session by Dr Ambrish Saxena 
was very informative as it took the 
participants through a dynamic 
journey into the world of Radio. The 
medium of radio will always be close 
to our hearts and so will be this 
session. Undoubtedly, this session 
motivated the students who already 
wanted to be a part of the radio 
industry and also inspired many 
more who will here forth dig deep into 
the psychology and deep-rooted 
history of radio in India.

what new policies can be introduced 
and how some eminent personalities 
have changed the way we perceive 
radio.

The session with Dr Saxena Sir provided me with a 
very insightful and progressive outlook towards 
the dynamics of the radio industry and how it has 
so much room for growth. This session clearly 
pushed us as emerging media professionals to 
come up with ideas to manoeuvre into the industry.

Dr Ambrish Saxena sir's session on Career 
opportunities in Radio was one of the most valuable 
sessions in the orientation program. He interacted 
with all the students and gave us an inside look into 
the radio industry, which is beneficial for those who 
are aspiring to be in the same. Throughout the 
session, he dropped few pearls of wisdom for us 
students as what can help us stay ahead of the curve 
when it comes to becoming an RJ. Overall, it was a 
fulfilling and enjoyable experience.

We the students of Apeejay Institute of Mass 
Communication had the honor to interact with Dr 
Ambrish Saxena Sir on 3 September 2020. He 
talked about radio and especially community radio 
with great enthusiasm and was happy to help us 
learn new things and interesting facts about radio. 
He even talked about how Radio as an industry 
could be revived and how community radio is also 
taking the shape of Podcasts. Listening to how 
radio has really made people feel connected and 
how it's still important, made me want to explore 
more.

Respected Ambrish Sir made me realize for the 
first time that Radio has its own utility and video 
platforms can't be a suitable substitute to it. The 
reason is that a video platform demands 
attention. You can't work and watch a video 
simultaneously. But in case of radio you can listen 
and work side by side. Radio is your best buddy on 
the go.

Dr Ambrish Saxena Sir gave some insights on the 
emergence of radio in 1990s. And also explained 
how radio works as a medium of communication. 
The experience with sir was really interesting and 
knowledgeable which gives me hope and interest 
in working in the radio industry.

It was a pleasure to have sir over and it was a 
great learning experience. I am really thankful to 
sir for taking the time out and helping us with 
such valuable knowledge.

As a person who had no idea about the radio 
industry, Sir gave me proper knowledge and 
understanding about radio. Sir gave suggestions 
about how beneficial radio has been to the new 
globalized world and the scope of radio in the 
coming years. It was really an interactive and 
knowledgeable session.

INSIGHTS
FROM

STUDENTS

 Saptaparna
Chatterjee

Arunabh
Chowdhury

Mriga
Sethy

Apoorv
Shrivastav

Aiswarya
Sudarsan

Rashmi 
Kuttan

Nidhi
Singh

- Saptaparna Chatterjee and Rashmi Kuttan
Apeejay Institute of Mass Communication
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Shreya Jha 

face2face, Episode: 18

/dmenoida/dmenoidadme.ac.in /dmenoida

Trust Series

face2face
ith t w hw eo  Dsht eaa nhC

A web series with real characters

DME Media School
presents

Dr Ambrish Saxena
Professor and Dean
DME Media School

DME Media School presented episode 18 of 
'Face2Face' on August 31, 2020, where 
Prof (Dr) Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME 
Media School, had a casual chat with Rajat 
Negi (outgoing batch), Swati Singh (third 
year) and Yash Makhija (second year).

Rajat spoke about his interest in gaming, 
films and reading. He mentioned that he 
writes articles on newly launched smart-
phones and laptops. He also acknowledged 
the support of his parents and faculty 
members. 

Swati expressed her love for painting and 
singing, and shared details of her keen 
interest in the field of digital marketing and 
event management. She thanked her family for 
the constant support and motivation she 
receives from them. 

Yash shared about his passion for dance and 
photography. He also mentioned that he likes 
to explore new things in life.

Dr Saxena wished the students good luck and 
expressed his gratitude towards the faculty of 
DME Media School in conclusion.

Palak Jaiswal

face2face, Episode: 19
th

The participants for the 19  episode of the 
'Face2Face' Trust Series were Sonal 
Srivastava (outgoing batch), Udit Kumar 
(2nd year) and Khushi Nagpal (1st year). 
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media 
School commenced by asking the students 
about their ambitions and career plans.

Udit who hails from Jharkhand, thanked his 
friends and faculty at DME for helping him 
deal with the cultural change as he moved 

Sonal Srivastava informed that she prefers 
exploring different avenues of work but also 
asserted that managing events is her forte.

All three students acknowledged their 
gratitude to their parents and teachers at 
DME for their immense support at all times.

to Delhi to shape his future.

Dr Saxena concluded the session by 
motivating the students to work hard and 
wished them good luck for their future.

Khushi shared her passion for books and 
her affection for Ruskin Bond's works. She 
also mentioned that she aspires to be a 
sports journalist but is open to considering 
other fields as well.
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5MVGfr9PYkh4luWgGgZf3KL7eTfaP33f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KH65ufGVmgY&list=PL5MVGfr9PYkh4luWgGgZf3KL7eTfaP33f&index=18
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http://www.linkedin.com/in/shreya-jha-a392921b3
https://www.linkedin.com/in/palak-j-16b3041a8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkbVEH_FoYw&list=PL5MVGfr9PYkh4luWgGgZf3KL7eTfaP33f&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkbVEH_FoYw&list=PL5MVGfr9PYkh4luWgGgZf3KL7eTfaP33f&index=19


Swati Singh

face2face, Episode: 21

The 21st episode of Face2Face witnessed a 
lively interaction between the Dean, Prof. (Dr) 
Ambrish Saxena and the students of DME 
Media School on September 09, 2020. The 
participants were Suprabhash Yadav (outgoing 
batch), Mitasha Guglani (3rd Year) and Shiv 
Dhawan(2nd Year), where they shared about 
their interests, passion, ambitions and college 
life experiences.

Suprabhash, who is also a district-level cricket 
player, shared his passion for theatre and 
acting. Further, he talked about his experience 
at DME and expressed his desire of directing a 
film in future.

Mitasha who aspires to become a lecturer, 
shared her love for writing research papers and 
also recited a poem on the changing times 
brought upon by the present pandemic.

Subsequently, Shiv, who conducted his first 
sports interview at the age of 17, talked about 
his experience of writing sports content for 
various websites and also expressed his love for 
cricket.

All the students were glad to have a lively 
interaction on the show. Dr Saxena concluded 
the session by asking students to be persistent 
towards their goals.

Shreya Jha

face2face, Episode: 22

DME Media School presented episode-22 of 
'Face2Face trust series' on September 09, 
2020.  Prof. (Dr) Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME 
Media School, had chat with three students -
Yukta Sharma (outgoing batch), Mohsin Alqab 
(third year) and Yashika Aggarwal (second 
year).

Yukta talked about her interest in marketing 
and exploring other fields. She also spoke 
about her supportive family, faculty members 
and friends.

Mohsin who is a drummer, spoke about his 
interest in music and his achievements in the 

Yashika gave insights on her contributions 
towards DME through her involvement in the 
college newsletter and the theatre society - 
'Tabir'. She also gave credit to her friends and 
family for her growth.

field of hypnosis therapy. He also expressed his 
gratitude for the faculty members and friends 
of DME as well as acknowledged the support of 
his parents. 

Dr Saxena wished the students the best of luck 
for their future and thanked the faculty 
members and participants in conclusion. 

Aditi Srivastava

face2face, Episode: 20

DME Media School presented episode 20 of 
'Face2Face Trust Series' with Dr Ambrish 
Saxena, Dean, DME Media School and three 
students – Sumit Baidya (outgoing batch), 
Aparna Sharma (third year) and Kunika 
Khurana (second year) on September 02, 
2020.
Sumit shared that he is inclined towards 
pursuing advertising. Presently, he is working 
as a freelance photographer and is also keen 
about graphic designing. He is interested in 
teaching and has also worked as an MCR 
operator.
Aparna shared about her passion for writing 
and mentioned that she wants to build her 

career in print media. She expressed her desire 
to do field reporting.
Kunika talked about her creative side. She 
expressed her love for sports and painting. She 
is currently learning graphic designing and 
digital marketing to enhance her skills.
Further, the students spoke on their 
experiences with the teachers of DME and also 
expressed their gratitude towards the teachers, 
friends and family.
Dr Saxena appreciated the wonderful 
comments about the teachers of DME. He 
wrapped up the session by thanking all 
involved in the show.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjxpgM71Nkw&list=PL5MVGfr9PYkh4luWgGgZf3KL7eTfaP33f&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjxpgM71Nkw&list=PL5MVGfr9PYkh4luWgGgZf3KL7eTfaP33f&index=20
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Aditi Srivastava

face2face, Episode: 23

Jaspreet, who is currently a food blogger, 
mentioned that she is passionate about
exploring and blogging. She talked about the 
supportive faculty of DME and mentioned that 
she has great bond with her friends who 
motivate her.

Episode 23 of ‘Face2Face’ trust series 
organised by DME Media School featured
Jaspreet Kaur (outgoing batch), Kausik Das 
(third year) and Mansi Nangia (second

In the episode, the students talked about their 
passion, ambition and experience. They
also appreciated the friendly and prompting 
environment at DME.

Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School.

year) on September 15, 2020. The students 
had a candid conversation with Dr

bond with her family and is grateful for their 
constant support.

Kausik, a versatile student, talked about his 
passion for writing. He also mentioned his

Dr Saxena wished good luck to the students as 
he ended the show with a vote of

Mansi, who aspires to work in theatre, told that 
she wants to complete her masters
from NDA. She expressed her interest in books, 
music and acting. She shares a great

FC Barcelona. He expressed his gratitude for 
supportive teachers and friends.

endeavours with the Newsletter of DME Media 
School. He spoke about being a fan of

thanks to all the participants and faculty 
involved in making the show a big hit.

Faculty Achievements

Dr Ambrish Saxena reviews research papers from
Portugal and Australia

The first manuscript reviewed by Dr 
Saxena was titled 'The welfare-state: 
Indian women-studies movement, 
neoliberalism and feminist future'. It 
was submitted to a special issue of the 
Portuguese Journal of Women's 
Studies, ex aequo. The theme of this 
i s s u e  i s  ' G e n d e r  S t u d i e s  a n d 
Neoliberalism – the last 20 Years'. 

In September first week, Dr Ambrish 
Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME 
Media School, reviewed 2 research 
papers from Portugal and Australia.

Another paper reviewed by Dr 
S a x e n a  w a s  t i t l e d 
“ # Mo d i W i t h A k s h a y :  P o l i t i c a l 
rhetoric, social media and harnessing 
the Bollywood star to the task of 
nation-building". It was submitted to a 
s p e c i a l  i s s u e  o f  a c c l a i m e d 
international journal ,  Celebrit y 
Studies. The theme of this issue is 
'Starring Asia: Asian Stardom and 
Celebrity'.
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Rupal Tiwari Saket Tejaswi

It's almost time to say goodbye to our friends. We start as 
strangers, we end up as friends, and then we became buddies. 
At this point, it becomes almost impossible to let people go 
because we've had history yet we must say goodbye not as 
strangers but as buddies.

I would like to thank every member of the Newsletter 
Committee. It's been a great experience for me. I will always 
cherish the time spent here. I have no valuable words to express 
my thanks, but my heart is still full of favours received from 
every person.

I want to thank all the professors for not only teaching us but 
also the moral values which they inculcate in us, that are 
necessary in today's world. They made us tough and gentle to 
face the real world we are going to face.

Time flies like anything. For me, it's just a few days back when I 
came to DME. There is something in this college because we all 
acclimatize with the ambience of this college very quickly. 
Earlier we thought that college life is so dull and we are going 
to miss our school days for sure, but this college never makes us 
feeling short of our school.

Tushar Malhotra

College for me, like everybody else, has been a life-changing 
experience. From attending my fresher's to organising one, 
something honestly I never thought of being capable of doing.

I had my share of troubles and expectations to meet. As a kid, 
many people get asked different variations of the same 
question: “What has been your best experience?”

But often, it is not until the adult life that you go through many 
of your most valuable events. Personally, though, I consider my 
time in college as my most valuable experience.

My three-year journey was a roller coaster ride where I became 
a part of various activities, events and classes.

And even at that age, there are many joyful moments to 
consider-birthday parties, trips to the local amusement park.

Sonal  Srivastava

These three years have been a roller coaster ride if needed to be 
summed up in a single line; it has been a great experience.

I don't have a single memory, but plenty of them to cherish and 
keep them safely locked in my heart for the ages to come. It's 
still hard to believe that this whole journey is on the verge to 
end, and so many emotions are there to express, and some of 
which are still to be unfolded. DME has been great and given me 
a lot, from bundles of memories to great friends.

In these three years, I have been a part of some great events 
which has given me a  lot of confidence and has given me 
perception about what I am which includes CIFFI, ICAN, Vritika 
and many more.

I can't bring the fact out of my head that how hard we used to 
work for these events day and night. I am going to miss all the 
fun, the moments we have lived here.

I will always be grateful for whatever DME has given me.

Thanks for all those precious memories that always make me 
smile. Thank you for being the most influential group of people I 
know. You've taught me how to bounce back and have given me 
lifelong friendships. 

Life is going to be different from now onwards. Memories of 
those days which I spent here would be the same as before.

Finally, I am logging off from the place which taught me a lot but 
indeed not time and again whenever I look back, I will smile and 
say “That's my College, I am Proud of”.

Par Tere Sath tha Kitna Haseen Ye Pal,

A College is a crazy time. You meet lifelong friends and lose some 
others. You'll be thankful for your newfound freedom, and you'll 
miss home. You'll try new things and fall into old habits. You'll 
stay up until 3 am in the morning laughing with your roommates 
and turn to those same people when you experience hardship 
and heartbreak.

“Koi Janne , Na Mane..

Kash Ye Pal Tham Jayeee..”

Parting with an Impeccable Bond
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Parul Rana Praveen Kumar

I never thought that some people from different backgrounds 
would become more like a family. We laughed, we cried, we 
fought, we yelled at each other, but I'm grinning to say this that 
we always loved each other. I made a big family in this 
beautiful journey not only with our batchmates but also with 
such a bunch of great faculty member; I'll always miss thinking 
of those events and festivals that we created and celebrated in 
DME campus.

It's been six months that I haven't seen the face of DME campus 
and I'm still troubled to accept the fact that we are never going 
to live those priceless three years again in our lives. Sometimes 
I feel like someone will come and shake me up from this 
nightmare that this has come to an end. It is like it started 
yesterday and the time of departure has come very soon.

In the end, I'm happy to think that I worked, managed, studied, 
played music and gave all contribution that I desired. Thank 
you so very much DME for giving me such a beautiful 
experience of life.

Rohit Jha

Three years of graduation represent the culmination of a journey 
and the attainment of some goals. As they say, graduation is the 
most exciting period in a person's life. This indeed was an exciting 
and joyful ride of emotions where we made a lot of friends, who are 
now more like a family.

This college not just allowed me to learn and grow as a person but 
also gave lots and lots of memories to cherish for a lifetime. I have a 
plethora of memories with DME, its faculty, especially the faculty 
room, which was like our second home, where we used to plan for 
the upcoming events. From chilling at the cool point of the canteen 
to getting photos clicked at the red wall of DME, I am going to 
cherish everything for the entire life.  

It is tough to say goodbye, but as they say, every new beginning 
comes from some other beginning's end, so goodbye DME and 
thank you for everything!!

Here, faculty members have always helped us to find our true 
potential. I got to know I could do so many things, from being a 
good anchor to making sure that every event is a success. 

Priya

In the end, I can proudly say that joining DME was one of the 
best decision I made.  

This place made me learn that I have the confidence of 
achieving anything I want, even if I fail, I will always keep 
trying. 

The college faculty members are also very supportive, be it is 
related to academic or any event. Now, I believe that DME is a 
place where every introvert can open. This college had provided 
platforms that helped me to explore so many things. I am very 
fortunate that I got admission here.

I will always cherish these three years spent at DME. All 
memories are still fresh to me from the time I stepped into this 
college. When I joined college, I was an introvert and shy girl. I 
thought I wouldn't do anything other than attending lectures. It 
was probably because of my school experience wasn't that good. 
But after one week of attending college, I got a bunch of 
amazing friends who always motivated me.

Departing Notes of Final Year Students

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step' is 
the phrase I'd always associate with my college life. I still 
remember my first day at DME, standing tall with hopes and 
aspirations of becoming a different personality.

When it comes to writing about my college journey, I don't 
think either me or my friends would be able to narrate it 
without each other because somehow we started everything 
together; hence our story had to be together too.

You'd mostly spot our batch with our Nikon DSLRs, mics and 
papers dangling around, be it our own fresher's, our fests or 
the farewells sniffs. And when it isn't about discussion on 
journalism, it's about general wonderment that why we took 
up BA (JMC) while simultaneously discussing loads of crappy 
jokes, mutual passive-aggressiveness and love for caffeine. 
Mostly it is about having each other's backs, day and night.
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India-Australia LIVE Interaction Again

Reasoning the  with Mr Anand Patwardhan
- Priyanka Naithani

Amidst the gloom of the world 
pandemic, webinars are proving to 
be the silver lining for the scholastic 
fi e l d .  W h i l e  s i t t i n g  a t  t h e 
convenience of their homes, film 
appreciation students of DME Media 
School, attended an astounding 
session on September 7 with Mr 
Anand Patwardhan, activist and 
documentary maker in their bid to 
understand his endeavour in the 
cinema industry and social activism.

This special virtual event was 
organised by the S.A.F.I. (South 
Asians for Inclusiveness) and The 
Humanist Project and conducted by 
Dr Vikrant Kishore, Course Director 
– Film, Television & Animation, 
School of Communications and 
Creative Arts, Deakin University, 
Melbourne, Australia.

While being locked inside the 
pandemic hit Mumbai, Mr Anand 
P at w a rdh a n  i nt e ra c t e d  w i t h 
confidence and clarity as well as 
answered a wide variety of queries 
in the online session the ambience of 

On a question about content in 
Bollywood, he quipped, “Very few in 
the mainstream cinema produce 
about the majoritarian onslaught on 
t he  Mu s l i m  co mmu ni t y .  T he 
majoritarian state has created a 
majoritarian entertainment.”

which was a blend of cinema and 
social issues. “Social media is useful. 
We have no other media but there 
you are alone watching on a laptop. I 
like interacting with people,” he said, 
answering a question about the use 
or misuse of social media and 
technology for filmmakers.

“Production has become democratic 
and even with a small camera, one 
can produce something that can 
r e a c h  m o r e  a u d i e n c e s ” ,  h e 
emphasised. 

Many masked social issues were 
unfolded during the discussion. 
While talking about the fight against 
fascism, Mr Patwardhan said, 
“Anybody who can think should 
think about it. Fascism is growing 

“The secular side did not create a 
secular culture. We are no match for 
the hydra-headed monster.” He said, 
while explaining the growing power 
of religion card in the politics, 
especially in the Indian context.

but this is different from Hitler's 
fascism. Everyone should unite 
against it.”

Answering questions about caste Mr 
Patwardhan said, “Caste continues 
even in people who have converted 
to other faiths. It's deeper than 
religion.”

“The fight against casteism and 
majoritarianism is the same.” He 
remarked.

The session proved to be fruitful to 
aspiring filmmakers and social 
activists alike. Justifying the name 
of his latest work Vivek, Mr 
Patwardhan compelled everyone to 
take a peek into themselves and 
find out whether their Vivek 
(reasoning) is still working or not.

Dr Vikrant Kishore Mr Anand Patwardhan Mr Mudit Vyas

Ms Nisha Thapliyal
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